
 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

NEVADA STATE BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS 
Minutes of the PLS Standards of Practice Committee Meeting 

Held virtually, Thursday, February 25, 2021 
 

Participating in the meeting were Chairman Matthew Gingerich, PLS; Jason Higgins, PLS; Michael 

Kidd, PLS; and Mark Cormier, PLS. Committee members Wayne Handrock, PLS; and Dan Church, PLS, 
were excused from the meeting. Also joining were Patty Mamola, Executive Director; Murray Blaney, 

Operations/Compliance; and Louisa Kern, Administrative Assistant. 

 
1. Meeting conducted by Matt Gingerich, call to order and roll call to determine presence of 

quorum. 
 

Mr Gingerich called the meeting to order at 2:00pm. Those participating introduced themselves. 

 
2. Public comment period.   

 
There was no public comment. 

 

3. Discuss regulations related to standards of practice for land surveying, refer to Addendum A 
for list of regulations.  

 
Mr Gingerich said, reflecting on the last few meetings and the fact that these regulations have not 

been updated for a significant period of time, I think we should take a step back and look at the bigger 

picture. We are not under a time crunch and we have opportunity to add real clarity to the regulations 
by removing any that are unnecessary and focusing in on our mission of public protection.  

 

Ms Mamola agreed that reviewing all the regulations together and taking our time, gave an 
opportunity to get it right. The goal is public protection and that's what we should be thinking about 

when we're doing the regulations, with a mind on what's currently missing to protect the public and 
what public entity issues we see that we need to address. 

 

Mr Gingerich said a first step maybe to ask the agencies specifically where they are seeing issues, 
where are the standards lacking clarity. 

 
Ms Mamola said for committee members that don't deal with regulations all the time, regulations are 

there to support the statutes. We really need to go back to the statutes and see what they say about 

surveying and then see where the gaps are that we need to fill in to address these other issues, in 
particular agency concerns. Ms Mamola added we should just set aside what the current regs are and 

go back to square one. Look at the statutes and match to relevant regulations and identify the gaps. 
We can then review regulations from other states to help address where we are deficient. Ms Mamola 

said we also need to be cognizant of the current regulatory climate. There is an attitude about anti-

regulation, so we need to look at how we can reduce the regulations and only have those regulations 
that are absolutely necessary to address land surveyor standards of practice.  

 

Mr Gingerich asked if the committee members were in favor of the suggested direction. 
 



 

 

Mr Kidd said he agreed. But we also need be sure there is enough in the regulations that when 
licensees are underperforming there is something to point to and be able to say this is where you 

deviated from an accepted standard and balance with not getting the regulation too heavy – that's 
the fine line that this group has to walk. 

 

Mr Higgins agreed that the committee needs to be mindful of over-regulation, but we also can't pare 
the regulations down so far that the practitioner is not going to be able to glean what they need to do. 

Striking that balance with all of that is going to be you know challenging for all of us, because there's 

stuff I know that all of us want to see in there to give the regulatory authorities something to point to, 
to give the practitioner something to follow so they fully understand what their responsibilities are 

while still maintaining protection of the public.  
 

Mr Cormier said as someone formerly in private practice who is new to the agency perspective, I am 

constantly amazed at the excuses I get from people that have a lack of information or lack of 
surveying on their plans that need to be addressed. I have had a good glimpse of where the issues are 

and what we will need to cover. Mr Cormier added we need regulations that are clear and to the point 
– they don’t need to be overly elaborate as some states are – to where we can sit down with a licensee 

and refer to a regulation and say you didn’t this. 

 
Ms Mamola said it would be helpful if Mr Cormier could forward a list of issues he sees on a regular 

basis. (ACTION Item) 
 

Mr Cormier said he would. He added working with the current regulations he found them fragmented 

and several covered the same thing. Starting fresh without bias would be the best approach and using 
a style similar to the NSPS model rules, that are short and concise. 

 

Mr Higgins said to be considered when the committee gets to the point of drafting new language is the 
consideration of the word must versus shall. New ALTA standards went into effect yesterday and the 

national committee decided to move away from the word shall within those regs due to a 2005 
Supreme Court case that actually determined the word shall also means maybe. Mr Higgins said he 

would share the information with the group. (ACTION Item) 

 
Mr Kidd said to develop a broader framework of issues, we should connect with a number of agencies 

around the state and ask them to put together a bullet point list of issues they are experiencing 
related to standard of care. 

 

Mr Gingerich agreed. He said Mr Handrock who is the Washoe County Surveyor was unable to attend 
today’s meeting would be a good source. He added he would ask Mr Handrock to forward a list to the 

committee. (ACTION Item) 
 

Ms Mamola said when the lists are received from Mr Cormier and Mr Handrock, we will combine them 

and forward that information to other entities for their input. (ACTION Item)  
 

Mr Kidd said following comment from additional agencies and when we have a little better framework 

on how the regulation review will move forward, we should consider inviting agency staff to 
participate in some of the committee meetings as a guest and involve them in the discussion moving 



 

 

forward. (ACTION Item) 
 

Ms Mamola said the next steps will be to get the list of issues from major agencies and then recirculate 
to the rural counties for their thoughts. Staff will pull and review all statutes relating to land surveying 

and match with current regulations to do a gap analysis. Ms Mamola continued, when we have 

reached that point, we will connect with the committee to schedule a meeting to discuss the findings. 
(ACTION Item) 

 

4. Public comment period.   
 

There was no public comment. 
 

5. Adjourn 

 
Mr Gingerich thanked the committee members for their participation and adjourned the meeting at 

2:28pm. 
 

     

    Respectfully,   Patty Mamola 
       Executive Director 



 

 

 



ADDENDUM A

STANDARDS OF PRACTICE FOR PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYORS STATUTES related to NAC LEAD COMMENTS ADD'L COMMENTS

General Provisions   

NRS 625.140; 625.250 PLS Stds Comm PLSSC 12/9 no update needed PLSSC 12/9/20 no update needed

625.655            Applicability of statutes and regulations. NRS 625.140; 625.250 PLS Stds Comm PLSSC 12/9 no update needed Staff 3/1/22 - recommend review consideration

625.660            Responsibility for compliance with standards of practice. NRS 625.140; 625.250 PLS Stds Comm PLSSC 12/9 no update needed Staff 3/1/22 - recommend repeal regulation

625.662            Units of measurement. NRS 625.140; 625.250; NRS 327.030 PLS Stds Comm PLSSC 12/9 no update needed PLSSC 12/9/20 no update needed

625.664            Positional certainty: Minimum confidence level. NRS 625.140; 625.250 PLS Stds Comm PLSSC 12/9 no update needed PLSSC 12/9/20 no update needed

625.666            Positional certainty: Horizontal and vertical components of certain land surveys. NRS 625.140; 625.250 Gingerich PLSSC 1/20 PLSSC 1/20/21

625.668            Positional certainty: Horizontal and vertical positions of monuments. NRS 625.140; 625.250 Gingerich PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 - recommend repeal regulation

Land Boundary Surveys  

625.670            Required research, identifications, measurements and computations. NRS 625.140; 625.250 Cormier PLSSC 1/20 PLSSC 1/20/21

625.680            Disagreements concerning measurements or positions of monumented corners. NRS 625.140; 625.250 Cormier PLSSC 1/20 PLSSC 1/20/21

625.690            Location of corners, boundaries and monuments. NRS 625.140; 625.250; 625.380 Church PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 - recommend repeal regulation

625.700            Report to client of discrepancies concerning boundary lines. NRS 625.140; 625.250 Higgins PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 - recommend combine with NAC 625.680

625.710            Identification and description of monuments. NRS 625.140; 625.250; NRS Chapter 327 Higgins PLSSC 1/20 PLSSC 1/20/21

625.720            Drawing of survey; certification. NRS 625.140; 625.250; 625.340; 625.350; 625.565 Higgins PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 - recommend repeal regulation

625.740            Classifications of surveys; use of classifications and requirements for positional certainty. NRS 625.140; 625.250 Gingerich PLSSC 1/20 PLSSC 1/20/21

Construction Surveys

625.760            Contract drawings and specifications; special instructions. NRS 625.140; 625.250 Kidd PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 no update recommended

625.765            Establishment of final location of points. NRS 625.140; 625.250  PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 - recommend repeal regulation

625.770            Verification of location of certain points; notification of insufficient dimensions or details. NRS 625.140; 625.250  PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 no update recommended

625.775            Positional certainties for marking locations of proposed fixed works. NRS 625.140; 625.250  PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 no update recommended

625.780            Sketches, cut sheets and field notes. NRS 625.140; 625.250  PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 - recommend repeal regulation

625.785            Verification surveys: Exchange of information. NRS 625.140; 625.250  PLSSC 1/20 Staff 3/1/22 no update recommended

Miscellaneous Provisions

625.790            Preparation of legal description of property. NRS 625.140; 625.250 PLS Stds Comm PLSSC 12/9 no update needed PLSSC 12/9/20 no update needed

625.795            Duties regarding geographic information systems. NRS 625.140; 625.250 PLS Stds Comm PLSSC 12/9 eliminate reg PLSSC 12/9/21 eliminate reg

For Additional Consideration

NRS 625.095  Persons exempt from provisions concerning licensure. revision to section 2.c. Staff update the certification ref. Staff 3/3/22 - recommend review consideration
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State Board of Engineer/Surveyor Submittal Deficiency List 

 

1. Quality Control check prior to submittal! It seems like nobody is performing a good in-
house QC review prior to submittal.  
Not looking for perfection, everyone will miss something, including the reviewer. Maps 
get submitted with numerous spelling errors, AutoCAD has spell check, this should not 
happen. Examples of what I feel show a complete lack of review; City’s Surveyor 
certificate is for another entity; the title, basis of bearing, or legal description is for a 
completely different project; a commercial subdivision is submitted, but the owner’s 
certificate is from the parcel map template. Mistakes like these make it obvious that the 
person stamping the map did not review it. I have called surveyors that have submitted 
maps with these issues, the comments are always the same, their technician prepared 
the map and they didn’t have time to review or surveyors’ that work for themselves will 
tell me they have no one to review their work.  

2. IGNORING PLAN REVIEW COMMENTS. No acknowledgement they saw the comment, no 
response or change in mapping, no follow up questions asked on their part. They simply 
turn the maps back in with the comment un-addressed, and this can happen for several 
re-submittals. 

3. Not checking for updated codes, standard drawings, standard notes, etc. when 
submitting maps or surveys. The City of Henderson has mapping templates available 
online in PDF format and in AutoCAD drawing files. They not only have all the city jurats, 
but they also give specific requirements needed for City mapping.  

4. General overall poor quality of the drafting of the mapping can make it difficult to follow 
and review. Examples are multiple monument symbols, but they are at such a small scale 
they are not distinguishable from one another; multiple distances along a line course but 
without any crows feet it is difficult to tell what the distances go to; maps will have the 
same line type for everything, section lines, row line, property lines, easements, nothing 
stands out; lack of details is a big issue, there could be several line and curve courses 
over a short distance, all the geometry is on the map but you are left guessing the order. 

5. Lack of quality survey content. The biggest issue is insufficient boundary search. The 
survey needs to include the subject parcel and all adjoining parcels or tracts that have a 
direct impact to the survey and a sufficient breakdown of the section. Also, it is not 
uncommon to have to inform surveyors that they missed existing monuments. A 
reasonable effort should be made to search for subsurface monuments. Found 
monument is not acceptable, descriptions should be calling out size, cap material and 
map reference.  

6. We need to address the issue of surveyors not holding existing monuments. I have 
reviewed maps where the surveyor showed several existing monuments but called them 
all out and gave no explanation as to why or what the actual basis of the survey was.  

 

 



State Board of Engineer/Surveyor Submittal Deficiency List 

 

1. Quality Control check prior to submittal! It seems like nobody is doing a good in-house 
QC review prior to submittal.  

2. IGNORING PLAN REVIEW COMMENTS. No acknowledgement they saw the comment, no 
response or change in design on the plan, no follow up questions asked on their part. 
They simply turn the plans back in with the comment un-addressed, and this can happen 
for several re-submittals. 

3. Not checking for updated codes, standard drawings, standard notes, etc when designing 
their projects. 

4. Not using agency specific addendums to county standard drawings 
5. Super narrow lots and streets cause underground utility issues. When a lot or street is 

not wide enough the underground utilities cannot meet minimum code requirements for 
separations, standard locations and surface conflicts. 

6. Provide a narrative of proposed changes in revisions.  
7. General overall poor quality of the drafting of the plan set.  
8. Plans are submitted with sheets that are missing the Professional’s Stamp and signature. 
9. Plans are submitted with changes from the approved Tentative Map with no explanation, 

this makes it hard for staff to compare for conformance. 
10. Design by review, a.k.a. submitting 60% plans. 
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Murray Blaney

Subject: FW: [INTERNET] FW: NVBPELS PLS Standards of Practice Committee Meeting Feb 25, 2021 - Meeting 
Materials

From: Handrock, Wayne <WHandrock@washoecounty.gov>  
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2022 11:07 AM 
To: Gingerich, Matt (NV Energy) <Matt.Gingerich@nvenergy.com> 
Cc: Philumalee, Matthew <MPhilumalee@washoecounty.gov> 
Subject: RE: [INTERNET] FW: NVBPELS PLS Standards of Practice Committee Meeting Feb 25, 2021 ‐ Meeting Materials 

THIS MESSAGE IS FROM AN EXTERNAL SENDER. 
Look closely at the SENDER address. Do not open ATTACHMENTS unless expected. Check for INDICATORS of 
phishing. Hover over LINKS before clicking. Learn to spot a phishing message  
Hi Matt, 

Probably the largest problem I have with incoming maps is poor quality control.  The result is our redlines are basically 
the quality control for the some of the firms.  There are a handful of surveyors/firms that have the bulk of these. 

Probably the second prominent problem is not showing enough of the boundary resolution to determine how they 
determined the boundary.  As County Surveyor, I don’t believe I should be second guessing the resolution.  However, I 
do look at evidence shown on the map to make sure it can be ascertained from the monuments shown.  In some cases it 
can be solved with a surveyor’s narrative.  This could be splitting improvements on some of the older sections of town 
that just don’t have much monumentation to be found.  The other main cause are found monuments that are not 
shown, whether it is monuments off the map or some of the monumentation on a frozen layer.   

Poor quality control is by far the biggest problem we see.  The vast majority of the time, the lack of shown resolution is 
just a lack of shown information and can be taken care of with a minimal edits by the surveyor. 

I hope this helps, 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Handrock 

Wayne Handrock, PLS 
County Surveyor | Community Services 
whandrock@washoecounty.us| Office: 775.328.2318 | Fax: 775.328.3699 
1001 E. 9th Street, Reno, NV 89512 

From: Gingerich, Matt (NV Energy) <Matt.Gingerich@nvenergy.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, February 1, 2022 10:16 AM 
To: Handrock, Wayne <WHandrock@washoecounty.gov> 

You don't often get email from whandrock@washoecounty.gov. Learn why this is important 
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Section C 
 

NSPS CLASSIFICATION AND ACCURACY STANDARDS  
FOR  

PROPERTY SURVEYS 
Approved 3/12/2002 

 
 
 
 
1. PURPOSE 
 The purpose of this standard is to prescribe accuracy standards to be used by a 
professional surveyor (Surveyor) for the execution of property surveys.  
 
2. RELATIVE POSITIONAL ACCURACY 
 Relative Positional Accuracy of a survey is a value expressed in feet or meters that 
represents the uncertainty of the location of any point in a survey relative to any other 
point in the same survey at the 95 percent confidence level.  Therefore, it is also the 
accuracy of the distance between all points on the same survey.  

Relative Positional Accuracy may be tested by comparing the relative location of 
points in a survey as measured by an independent survey of higher accuracy.   The test 
should include both distances and direction.  Relative Positional Accuracy may also be 
tested by the results from a minimally constrained, correctly weighted least square 
adjustment of the survey.  
 
3. PROCEDURE 
 The Surveyor shall select the proper equipment and methods necessary to achieve 
the Acceptable Relative Positional Accuracy required of this standard.  The survey work 
shall be executed in a professional manner by the Surveyor or by personnel under the 
direct personal supervision of the Surveyor. The Surveyor shall conduct check 
measurements to assure that the intended accuracy of the survey is achieved. 
 
4. CLASSIFICATION OF SURVEY BY LAND USE 
 The degree of precision and accuracy necessary for a particular property survey 
shall be based upon the intended use of the land. If the client does not include information 
regarding the intended use, the classification of the survey shall be based upon the current 
use of the land. 
The classifications of surveys are as follows: 
 

a.  Urban Surveys -  Urban surveys are performed on land lying within or 
adjoining a city or town, and include commercial and industrial properties 
condominiums, townhouses, apartments and other multi-unit developments, 
regardless of geographic location. All ALTA/ACSM Land Title Surveys are 
included in this classification. 
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b.  Suburban Surveys - Suburban surveys are performed on land lying 

outside of urban areas and developed for single family residential use. 
 

c. Rural Surveys - Rural surveys are performed on undeveloped land lying 
outside of urban and suburban areas such as farms.  

 
 
5.  RELATIVE POSITIONAL ACCURACY 
   
       Acceptable 
 Classification of Survey  Relative Positional Accuracy 
 
  Urban    0.07 feet (21 mm) plus   50 ppm 
  Suburban   0.13 feet (40 mm) plus 100 ppm 
  Rural    0.26 feet (79 mm) plus 200 ppm 
 
      Accuracy is given at the 95 percent 
       confidence level. 
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